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The Disney Infinity 3.0 - Beginners Guide is the perfect way for anyone new to the series to get up to speed in no time!
You'll learn everything you need to know, such as all the different Play Sets and Power Discs that are available, the top
of the line strategies, amazing tips and help, as well as a complete introduction to the Toy Box! Play Disney Infinity 3.0 to
the fullest with this beginners guide! You'll discover things you didn't even know were in the game, you'll fly passed your
friends, and start winning every battle. Get your hands on the Disney Infinity 3.0 - Beginners Guide today!
With this new Guide created for the many job seekers drawn to the glamorous and exciting world of media and
entertainment.
How family video game play promotes intergenerational communication, connection, and learning. Video games have a
bad reputation in the mainstream media. They are blamed for encouraging social isolation, promoting violence, and
creating tensions between parents and children. In this book, Sinem Siyahhan and Elisabeth Gee offer another view.
They show that video games can be a tool for connection, not isolation, creating opportunities for families to
communicate and learn together. Like smartphones, Skype, and social media, games help families stay connected.
Siyahhan and Gee offer examples: One family treats video game playing as a regular and valued activity, and bonds over
Halo. A father tries to pass on his enthusiasm for Star Wars by playing Lego Star Wars with his young son. Families
express their feelings and share their experiences and understanding of the world through playing video games like The
Sims, Civilization, and Minecraft. Some video games are designed specifically to support family conversations around
such real-world issues and sensitive topics as bullying and peer pressure. Siyahhan and Gee draw on a decade of
research to look at how learning and teaching take place when families play video games together. With video games,
they argue, the parents are not necessarily the teachers and experts; all family members can be both teachers and
learners. They suggest video games can help families form, develop, and sustain their learning culture as well as develop
skills that are valued in the twenty-first century workplace. Educators and game designers should take note.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Berenstain Bears - Get in a Fight
Examines the characters, gadgets, and vehicles of the video game.
New, enriched Samuel L. Jackson. This book is your ultimate resource for Samuel L. Jackson. Here you will find the most
up-to-date 196 Success Facts, Information, and much more. In easy to read chapters, with extensive references and
links to get you to know all there is to know about Samuel L. Jackson's Early life, Career and Personal life right away. A
quick look inside: Morehouse College - Athletics, Mellody Hobson - Career, Paul Barber (actor) - Film work, Ian Malcolm
(Jurassic Park character) - John Arnold, 2004 Grammy Awards - Performances, Epic Movie - Parodies, Goodfellas Cast, March of the Penguins - Releases and responses, 2011 BET Awards - BET most nominated and winning artists,
Arena (2011 film) - Development, The Avengers (2012 film) - Marketing, Rob Brown (actor) - Career, Iron Man 2 (video
game) - Audio, Snakes on a Plane - Previews, Menace II Society - Production, Star Wars Episode II: Attack of the Clones
- Filming, ESPY Award - Hosts, Star Wars: The Clone Wars (film) - Cast, Disney Infinity: Marvel Super Heroes Characters, Jurassic Park (film) - Plot, Nick Fury - Ultimate Nick Fury, Black Reel Award - Most Nominated Performers,
Nick Fury - Battle Scars, 2013 MTV Movie Awards - Best WTF Moment, Encino, California - Notable people, The Great
White Hype - Plot, Bet365 - Overview, Deep Blue Sea (1999 film), Soul Men - Cast, What Up With That - Format, Lou
Reed - Death and memorials, Spike Video Game Awards - 2012 Awards, Red Tails - Production, Morehouse College Notable alumni, James Pickens, Jr. - Career, Martin Luther King, Sr. - Ebenezer Baptist Church, Mace Windu - Character
conception and overview, Yolanda Be Cool - Biography, Boaz Yakin - Career, and much more...
Now available, The Amazing Spider-Man 2. There has never been a The Amazing Spider-Man 2 Guide like this. It
contains 152 answers, much more than you can imagine; comprehensive answers and extensive details and references,
with insights that have never before been offered in print. Get the information you need--fast! This all-embracing guide
offers a thorough view of key knowledge and detailed insight. This Guide introduces what you want to know about The
Amazing Spider-Man 2. A quick look inside of some of the subjects covered: Felicia Hardy, Marvel Legends - Ultimate
Green Goblin Series (2014), Dane DeHaan, Norman Osborn, Avi Arad - Producer filmography, Sinister Six - Film, Disney
Infinity: Marvel Super Heroes - Design, Alistair Smythe - Film, Burglar (comics) - Video games, The Amazing Spider-Man
3: Invasion of the Spider-Slayers - Critical review, Paul Giamatti - Career, Deaths in September 2014 - September 66,
Kingpin (comics) - Video games, Times Square - In popular culture, Gwen Stacy, Spider-Man - In other media, Jamie
Foxx - 2012-present: Focus on acting, The Amazing Spider-Man (handheld video game), Baphomet (comics) - Isabel
Bunsen in other media, Transformers: Age of Extinction - Box office, Flash Thompson - Film, Gustav Fiers - Publication
history, Storm in other media - Video games, Frederick Foswell - Film, Marvel Noir - Video games, Colm Feore Filmography, Dane DeHaan - Career, Pharrell - Business ventures, Vault (comics) - Film, Christos Gage - Video games,
Ned Leeds - Film, Pietro Scalia - Filmography, The Amazing Spider-Man 2 (soundtrack), The Fault in Our Stars (film) Box office, Andrew Garfield - The Amazing Spider-Man and subsequent work, Richard and Mary Parker - Film, SpiderMan in other media - Games, Guardians of the Galaxy (film) - Marketing, 2014 MTV Movie Awards - Presenters, The
Superior Spider-Man - Video games, and much more...
The perfect introduction to the video game world of Disney INFINITY Explore Disney INFINITY, Disney's exciting new video game with
Disney Infinity:The Essential Guide. Examine Disney INFINITY from a unique in-world viewpoint, revealing infinite possibilities for imaginative
gameplay in Toy Box mode and looking at the amazing locations in Play Set Mode. Discover how to create your own worlds where your
figurine will come alive, featuring all your favourite Disney and Pixar characters, including Mr Incredible, Jack Sparrow, Sulley and Lightning
McQueen. Packed with fascinating facts about all the amazing locations, weapons, gadgets, and accessories from the worlds of Pirates of the
Caribbean, The Incredibles, Cars, The Lone Ranger and Monsters University. Plus, this essential guide is filled with stunning stills and
character art from the video game. Fire up your console and open up the world of the new Disney INFINITY video game with Disney Infinity:
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The Essential Visual Guide.
"Don't just buy a new video game, make one! Don't just download the latest app, help design it! Don't just play on your phone. Program it."
--President Obama Behind the screen of your phone, tablet, computer, or game console lies a secret language that makes it all work.
Computer code has become as integral to our daily lives and reading and writing, even if you didn't know it. Now it's time to plug in and start
creating the same technology you're consuming. Plus, it's one of the fastest growing industries in the world! Covering everything from
navigating the maze of computer languages to writing code for games to cyber security and artificial intelligence, So, You Want to Be a
Coder? debugs the secrets behind a career in the diverse and state-of-the-art industry of working with computer code. In addition to tips and
interviews from professionals in the industry, So, You Want to Be a Coder? includes inspiring stories from kids who are writing code now!
Plus, activities, a glossary, and resources put you on the path to a fun and rewarding career with computer code today!"-Children's Fiction
The ultimate guide to the world of Disney InfinityDisney Infinity: Character Encyclopedia features your favourite Infinity characters from
Disney's exciting new video game! Join Woody, Captain Jack Sparrow, Lightning McQueen, Hiro and Baymax and more Disney characters
as they interact in the wonderful world of Infinity. Learn about each character's likes and dislikes, who they want to join forces with and what
amazing gadgets and vehicles they want to get their hands on! Turn the page to discover a different Disney Infinity character and find about
their enemies, vehicles, gadgets, powers and more.Explore the Disney characters from Disney Infinity, a unique video game with infinite
possibilities for imaginative gameplay in Toy Box mode and amazing locations in Play Set mode. Open up the world of Disney Infinity with this
stunning Disney Infinity character guide.© Disney. © Disney/Pixar. © Disney Enterprises, Inc. and Jerry Bruckheimer, Inc. THE LONE
RANGER property is owned by and TM © Classic Media, Inc., and Entertainment Rights group company. Used by permission. Slinky® Dog ©
Poof-Slinky. FIAT is a trademark of FIAT S.p.A. Hudson Hornet is a trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation. Cadillac Range background
inspired by the Cadillac Ranch by Ant Farm (Lord, Michels and Marquez) ©1974. The term Omnidroid used by permission of Lucasfilm Ltd.
Your no-nonsense guide to Near Field Communication Are you a newcomer to Near Field Communication and baffled by the scant
documentation and online support available for this powerful new technology? You've come to the right place! Written in a friendly and easily
accessible manner, NFC For Dummies takes the intimidation out of working with the features of NFC-enabled devices and tells you exactly
what it is and what it does'and doesn't do. NFC is revolutionizing the way people interact on a daily basis. It enables big data and cloud-based
computing through mobile devices and can be used by anyone with a smartphone or tablet every day! Soon to be as commonplace as using
Wi-Fi or the camera on your smartphone, NFC is going to forever change the way we interact with people and the things around us. It
simplifies the sending and receiving of information, makes monetary transactions simple and secure?Apple Pay already uses NFC'and is a
low-cost product to manufacture and use. As more developers create apps with NFC, you're going to see it used regularly'everywhere from
cash registers to your social media accounts to electronic identity systems. Don't get left behind; get up to speed on NFC today! Provides a
plain-English overview of NFC Covers the history and technology behind NFC Helps you make sense of IoT and powered chips Explains
proximity technologies and non-payment applications Whether you're a developer, investor, or a mobile phone user who is excited about the
capabilities of this rapidly growing technology, NFC For Dummies is the reference you'll want to keep close at hand!
Disney Infinity 2014Prima Official Game GuidePrima Games
Fully updated, this ninth edition remains the definitive source on the economics of entertainment in the United States and overseas.
For decades, Marvel Comics' superhero group the Avengers have captured the imagination of millions, whether in comics, multi-billion dollar
grossing films or video games. Similar to the chronology of the Marvel Cinematic Universe, the Avengers video games first started with titles
driven by single characters, like Iron Man, the Hulk, Thor and Captain America. Over time, the games grew to include more and more heroes,
culminating in playing experiences that featured the Avengers assembled. This is the first-ever book assessing the video games starring
"Earth's Mightiest Heroes." Featured games span consoles and platforms, from popular PlayStation and Xbox titles to an arcade game in
danger of being lost to time. All video games are covered in depth, with each entry including game background and a detailed review from the
author. Some game entries also include behind-the-scenes knowledge from the developers themselves, providing exclusive details on the
Marvel video game universe.
Presents a game guide to Disney Infinity: Marvel Super Heros, which provides tips on building in the updated Toy Box, mission walk
throughs, and character information.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! by Mo Willems who received the Caldecott Honor for Don't Let the Pigeon
Drive the Bus!. Willems is also a Sesame Street writer and NPR cartoonist. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books,
Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Offers detailed maps, character profiles, power disc profiles, and coverage on the game in toy box mode.
Read all about your favourite Disney Infinity characters and their game skills, learn how to complete the playsets and get the most out of
Disney Infinity's amazing Toy Box mode with this awesome Official Guide!With mission hints, power disc profiles, checklists and more, this
Official Guide is a must-have for every Disney Infinity fan.
Digital Storytelling shows you how to create immersive, interactive narratives across a multitude of platforms, devices, and media. From ageold storytelling techniques to cutting-edge development processes, this book covers creating stories for all forms of New Media, including
transmedia storytelling, video games, mobile apps, and second screen experiences. The way a story is told, a message is delivered, or a
narrative is navigated has changed dramatically over the last few years. Stories are told through video games, interactive books, and social
media. Stories are told on all sorts of different platforms and through all sorts of different devices. They’re immersive, letting the user interact
with the story and letting the user enter the story and shape it themselves. This book features case studies that cover a great spectrum of
platforms and different story genres. It also shows you how to plan processes for developing interactive narratives for all forms of
entertainment and non-fiction purposes: education, training, information and promotion. Digital Storytelling features interviews with some of
the industry’s biggest names, showing you how they build and tell their stories.

Disney Infinity: 3.0 - Tips, Tricks, and Secrets brings you the latest tips, tricks, and secrets that will take your gameplay to the next
level! Discover all the hidden easter eggs and hidden secret areas that Disney Infinity 3.0 has to offer! Everything you learn in this
guide will help you discover a whole new world inside of Disney Infinity 3.0. You will be able to explore new areas and use new
abilities in a whole new light. Show off your new found knowledge of the game and its secrets to your friends! Get Disney Infinity:
3.0 - Tips, Tricks, and Secrets now.
Presents a game guide to Disney Infinity, which provides mission guides, maps, advice on how to unlock gadgets, and tips on
customizing a world in the game.
Discussing Disney has grown out of a conference of the same name, is a collection of 12 papers on topics which, though diverse
in scope, all relate back to one another through their connection to Disney. As the field of Disney Studies continues to grow and
evolve, those working within and contributing to it come from a range of backgrounds, including History, Myth Studies, Film
Studies, Gender Studies, and Musicology (to name just a few), and therefore examine the outputs of the Disney company - and
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the company itself – in diverse ways. Discussing Disney seeks to continue the evolution of Disney Studies as an academic field
that has now evolved beyond a discourse that merely, to quote Eric Smoodin (1994), "...[sought} to complicate the notions and
uses of Disney discourse that currently make their way to the general public through the popular media". Though this was an
important early step in Disney Studies, as it found it necessary to justify its legitimacy within the academy, in the intervening
quarter-century, Disney Studies has established itself as a field of Animation Studies (which, simultaneously, has established itself
as a branch of Film and Television Studies, as well as Cultural Studies), and is now recognized widely as a valid subject of
academic enquiry in its own right. Film Studies as a whole - and Disney Studies as part of that - has also evolved in such a way
that it has moved forward from insisting upon an overtly political (and therefore inherently biased) stance, and has taken up a more
historically-based and/or cultural studies-based, politically-neutral approach that seeks to contextualize its subject in terms of the
conditions in which the company's various outputs - animated shorts and films, theme park attractions, television shows, books,
music, merchandising, and the like - have been produced, as well as understanding the audience for whom these were made
initially. This is not to say that the field ignores politics - far from it - but rather that it uses political history and political theory as
academic basis, rather than as a position from which to debate and opine. By looking at Disney from some of its many angles - the
history and the persona of its founder, a selection of its films (from the blockbuster successes to the less than successful), its
approaches to animation, its branding and fandom, and the ways that it has been understood and reinterpreted within popular
culture - it is hoped that Discussing Disney offers its readers (and the field of Disney Studies) a more holistic understanding of a
company that is arguably one of the most important forces within culture - popular or otherwise - within (so far) the Twentieth and
Twenty-First Centuries.
????????????? ??????????????? ??????? ???????? ???????? ???????????? ??????&???? ????????????????? ??????????
????????? ??? ???? ????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????…… ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????Lynda Obst?
??????????How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days???????????Sleepless in Seattle?????????One Fine Day?????????Contact???
????????????????????????????? ?????????Richard Zanuck????????The Zanuck Company? ?????????????Dark
Shadows?????????Alice in Wonderland??????????Yes Man??????????Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet
Street????????????Charlie and the Chocolate Factory?????????Big Fish?????????Reign of Fire??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????Bruce Joel Rubin? ???????????The Time
Traveler's Wife??????????Deep Impact???????????Ghost???? ???????????????????????????????????????????? ??????John
Tullius????????????????? ?????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????Christopher
Vogler???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
??????????????????????????????????? ? ?????????????????? ? ??????????????????????????????????????? ??? ???? (??)
Disney Infinity: 3.0 Character Guide is the best way to learn about all the different characters that Disney Infinity: 3.0 has to offer!
You'll learn about over 20 different characters from all the Star Wars packs as well as characters like Joy and Sadness from
Pixar's movie Inside Out, and characters like Olaf from frozen! Discover all your favourite Disney characters in Disney Infinity: 3.0 Character guide, the must have companion to the game! If you want to learn about the strengths and weaknesses and see the
amazing character figurines check this guide out now!
The Unofficial Guide to the Disney Cruise Line 2016 is your no-nonsense, consumer-oriented guide to Disney's cruise vacations.
The authors Len Testa, Erin Foster, Laurel Stewart, and Ritchey Halphen point out the best of Disney's ships and itineraries,
including a couple of stellar restaurants, top-notch children's activities, and Castaway Cay, one of the best vacation islands in the
Caribbean. They'll also tell you which on-board entertainment and restaurants should be skipped, including what to do instead.
Along the way they'll show you how to save money, choose the right stateroom, ship, and itinerary, and how to get to and from
your cruise with ease. New for the 2016 edition: New itinerary and port guides New charts that show the least expensive cruise
dates for each ship and each destination Updates on the new Star Wars and Frozen shows and special events
How and Why to Read and Create Children's Digital Books outlines effective ways of using digital books in early years and primary
classrooms, and specifies the educational potential of using digital books and apps in physical spaces and virtual communities.
With a particular focus on apps and personalised reading, Natalia Kucirkova combines theory and practice to argue that
personalised reading is only truly personalised when it is created or co-created by reading communities. Divided into two parts,
Part I suggests criteria to evaluate the educational quality of digital books and practical strategies for their use in the classroom.
Specific attention is paid to the ways in which digital books can support individual children’s strengths and difficulties, digital
literacies, language and communication skills. Part II explores digital books created by children, their caregivers, teachers and
librarians, and Kucirkova also offers insights into how smart toys, tangibles and augmented/virtual reality tools can enrich
children’s reading for pleasure. How and Why to Read and Create Children's Digital Books is of interest to an international
readership ranging from trainee or established teachers to MA level students and researchers, as well as designers, librarians and
publishers. All are inspired to approach children’s reading on and with screens with an agentic perspective of creating and
sharing. Praise for How and Why to Read and Create Children's Digital Books 'This is an exciting and innovative book – not least
because it is freely available to read online but because its origins are in primary practice. The author is an accomplished
storyteller, and whether you know, as yet, little about the value of digital literacy in the storymaking process, or you are an
accomplished digital player, this book is full of evidence-informed ideas, explanations and inspiration.' Liz Chamberlain, Open
University 'At a time when children's reading is increasingly on-screen, many teachers, parents and carers are seeking practical,
straightforward guidance on how to support children's engagement with digital books. This volume, written by the leading expert on
personalised e-books, is packed with app reviews, suggestions and insights from recent international research, all underpinned by
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careful analysis of digital book features and recognition of reading as a social and cultural practice. Providing accessible guidance
on finding, choosing, sharing and creating digital books, it will be welcomed by those excited by the possibilities of enthusing
children about reading in the digital age.' Cathy Burnett, Professor of Literacy and Education, Sheffield Hallam University
The new best thing Star-Lord. 'Star-Lord' ('Peter Quill') is a fictitious type, a superhuman character materializing in funny publications issued
by Marvel Comics. Created by Steve Englehart and Steve Gan, the type foremost emerged in Marvel Preview #4 (Jan. 1976). The boy of a
mortal mom and nonnative dad, Quill presumes the cloak of Star-Lord, an Interplanetary police officer. There has never been a Star-Lord
Guide like this. It contains 110 answers, much more than you can imagine; comprehensive answers and extensive details and references,
with insights that have never before been offered in print. Get the information you need--fast! This all-embracing guide offers a thorough view
of key knowledge and detailed insight. This Guide introduces what you want to know about Star-Lord. A quick look inside of some of the
subjects covered: Ronan the Accuser - Film, Disney Infinity: Marvel Super Heroes - Gameplay, Guardians of the Galaxy (film) - Cast, Chris
Cox (actor) - Animation, Peter Quill - Film, Doug Moench - Marvel Comics, Groot - Film, Yondu - Film, Marvel Disk Wars: The Avengers Guardians of the Galaxy (2008 team)Guardians of the Galaxy, Keith Giffen - Biography, Shi'ar - Deathbird, the Kree-Shi'ar War, and the
Spartoi, Rocket Raccoon - Powers and abilities, Rocket Raccoon - Guardians of the Galaxy, Cosmic Cube - Fictional history, Marvel Preview
- Collected editions, Peter Quill - Collected editions, Fallen One - Publication history, Thanos - Other adventures, Peter Quill - Video games,
Mantis (Marvel Comics) - Marvel history resumes, Peter Quill - Television, Michael Golden (comics) - Marvel Comics, Guardians of the
Galaxy (2008 team) - Film, Guardians of the Galaxy (film) - Development, 1976 in comics - Marvel Comics, Disney Infinity: Marvel Super
Heroes - Design, Nova (Richard Rider) - Publication history, Steve Englehart - Other work, Guardians of the Galaxy (soundtrack),
Annihilation: Conquest - Publication history, and much more...
Video games are a complex, compelling medium in which established art forms intersect with technology to create an interactive text. Visual
arts, architectural design, music, narrative and rules of play all find a place within, and are constrained by, computer systems whose purpose
is to create an immersive player experience. In the relatively short life of video game studies, many authors have approached the question of
how games function, some focusing on technical aspects of game design, others on rules of play. Taking a holistic view, this study explores
how ludology, narratology, visual rhetoric, musical theory and player psychology work (or don't work) together to create a cohesive
experience and to provide a unified framework for understanding video games.
A Testament To Infinity. There has never been a Infinity Guide like this. It contains 299 answers, much more than you can imagine;
comprehensive answers and extensive details and references, with insights that have never before been offered in print. Get the information
you need--fast! This all-embracing guide offers a thorough view of key knowledge and detailed insight. This Guide introduces what you want
to know about Infinity. A quick look inside of some of the subjects covered: Infinity - Early Indian, Point at infinity - Other generalisations,
Infinity symbol - History, Disney Infinity - Disney Infinity: Marvel Super Heroes, Forever People - Infinity-Man, Infinity (mathematics), Infinity,
Inc. - Crisis on Infinite Earths, Infinity (comic book) - Publication history, Infinity - History, Science of Logic - C. Infinity, Infinity Blade II Tongue in cheek, Infinity (comic book) - Fearless Defenders, Marvel Super Hero Squad: The Infinity Gauntlet - Sequel, Paradoxes of infinity Self-reference, Infinity Blade II - Versions, Disney Infinity - Xbox One, PlayStation 4 potential, Infinity Blade - Sequels and spin-offs, Disney
Infinity: Marvel Super Heroes - Reception, InfinityDB - Products, Infinity Gems - Television, Infinity Tower - Design, Infinity Broadcasting
Corporation - Formation and pre-merger, Axiom of infinity - Independence, Infinity (disambiguation) - Songs, Disney Infinity: Marvel Super
Heroes - Future, Dream Theater - A Change of Seasons, Falling into Infinity (1995-98), Thanos - The Infinity Saga, Thanos - Infinity, AbbVie Infinity Pharmaceuticals, Distance vector - Count-to-infinity problem, Infinity, Inc. - Proposed members, List of Spider-Man video games Disney Infinity: Marvel Super Heroes, Infinity (comic book) - Superior Spider-Man Team-Up, and much more...
??????????, ???????????15??????????????????, ????????????? ???????????????????????????, ?????????????????????????
???—???????.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????·?——
?????????????????·??????????????????????????????????????????????????·???
· EASY-TO-FOLLOW WALKTHROUGH FOR ALL AGES - Strategies to overcome obstacles, solve puzzles and complete missions and
quests presented in a format that's easy to understand for Kids, Parents, and all the Fans in-between. · EXPLORE THE NEWEST DISNEY
WORLDS IN STYLE - Exclusive Maps cover every Play Set, including the new Toy Story In Space, with detailed locations of all hidden areas,
items, and collectables. · All NEW CHARACTERS AND POWER DISKS REVEALED - Insight from our authors and the Disney team shows
you how to unlock all the new characters' powers and gadgets, with extra details on the entire power disk collection from wave one and two. ·
UNLEASH YOUR IMAGINATION IN THE NEWLY EXPANDED TOY BOX MODE - Learn how to build and customize your own virtual world
with a HUGE variety of Disney characters, powers, gadgets and accessories. · FREE MOBILE ACCESS TO THE LIVING EGUIDE - Every
print guide includes a code to unlock full access to the living eGuide allowing you to access your guide from PC, Mac, Tablet and Smart
Phone devices.
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